Annie Voller
Expert in the pharmaceutical and health field

A dynamic and experienced factual TV presenter,
host, broadcaster and news journalist who has
appeared on Sky TV, Discovery and Channel 5
reporting on health, science and technology

Annie's biography
Annie Voller’s background
Annie Voller is often the first choice to front events and deliver keynote speeches in multiple sectors
including Health and Pharma International Conferences, Congress, Symposium, Meetings, Plenary and
Round Table events as well as award ceremonies for clients including GSK, Microsoft, Salesforce,
Sunlife, Wellspect, AstraTec, Cisco and The Haven Breast Cancer Charity.
She is a well-known expert in healthcare, science and lifestyle, presenting the very latest developments
in worldwide health and news from rogue surgeons and robotics to the latest pioneering drugs, surgery
and developments. With a keen passion towards health and ‘patient power’, Annie can be regarded as a
guru in this field when it comes to speaking from the platform.
Annie’s TV experience has also made her a popular choice for fronting corporate films and digital
campaigns that don’t make it into the public domain. Previous clients have included EON, The
International Maritime Organisation, Marks and Spencer’s, Telecare and Fostercare Associates. She has
also worked with a number of NGO’s, charities and third-sector organisations on various campaigns as
an expert interviewer and host.
Annie’s voice has been heard across a multitude of channels including BBC Radio 4 and 5 Live. It is her
ability to turn her hand to different types of presenting and broadcasting across a range of genres that
make her a popular choice as an event host. Annie also writes, and comments on ethical healthcare
practices, medical scams, post code lotteries and shows how to access drugs, treatments and services,
which may be off limits. But it is her road testing of new, bizarre and sometime illegal- highs, beauty, anti

ageing and extreme health and diet treatments which show Ann’s spirit of adventure.
Some events include
Games Ireland Gathering (GIG) is Ireland’s annual knowledge sharing conference for the games
industry and technology leaders from Ireland and overseas. Ann was the EMCEE and event host
directing proceedings for the highly successful conference in Dublin.
Salesforce.com World Tour (computing and Cloud expo for business, developers,) Excel London. Ann
hosted the prestigious Partner Theatre for the Expo world tour of this international touring event.
Interviewed 13 Speakers live from organisations including IBM, Deloitte ,Sage and Accenture amongst
others and led Q and A’s from the audience and hosted key break out sessions.
Cisco Live EMEA Milan (Industry premier education and training event for IT, Networking and
communication experts)
Ann facilitated and hosted the World Of Solutions Theatre, introducing and interviewing selected key
industry experts numbering 50 speakers over four days. She further hosted a panel and round table
interview with the CEO and President of Cisco Worldwide.
GSK Worldwide (Pharmaceutical)
Fronted the worldwide launch of four new Respiratory drugs for COPD. This included :putting together
and fronting the live TV programme which was to be packaged to 80 countries worldwide, Interviewing
the GSK President, VP, CEO, hosting the Scientific and Medical key interviews and findings, Linking and
reporting to assembled stake holders, Live panel/plenary interviews with NHS trial Doctors, nurses and
medics , Round table discussions with patient forums and trial groups and individuals.
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